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A REVIEW OF ALPHA RADIATION SOURCE PREPARATION 
METHODS AND APPLICATIONS 

ff. E. Greene, R, S, Preesly, end F. W. Case 

ABSTRACT 
A review cf the literature cm the preparation methods, evaluation, 
end applications of alpha sources of Po, Th, U. Hp, Pu, en, end 
Cte isotopes is presented. The characteristics and properties 
of alpha particles and the selection of an alpha emitter for a 
particular application are also described briefly. The review 
does not Include information on radium sources or on the use of 
alpha emitters as sources of heat and energy. £bout 200 refer
ences a\re cited. 

INTRODUCTION 
Alpha particles, i.e., helium nuclei of mass 4, ere ejected from the 
nuclei of several radioactive elements. Their high energy, high-
specific ionization, low penetration power, and ability to excite 
characteristic z rays with little Interfering bremsstrahlung radiation 
are properties that tend to complement those of beta and gemma radia
tions. Thus, alpha radiations provide means far certain measurements 
and applications that are not feasible using conventional beta, gamma, 
and neutron radiation sources. Since quantities of various nuclides 
that are usable as alpha source* are becoming increasingly available 
and at reduced cost, a survey of the literature on alpha sources has 
been made. This survey includes a discussion on the properties of 
alpha particles, alpha sources, and alpha-emitting nuclides; the 
preparation of alpha sources. Including those for analysis and spectrum 
measurements; integrity; evaluation and standardization; and uses. 
The nuclides of primary interest are 2 % 1 m n , 2 3 i F u , 2 3 , t u , and 2 1 0 r © 
since these are most commonly used at present because Of relatively 
!iieh specific activity, availability, and reasonable cost; however, 
2* 2Cm, 2 l | l |Gm, 2 3 7ftp, 2 2*Th, and the Isotopes of uranium are also 
considered. The use of alpha-emitting sources for the production of 
neutrons by the (a,n) reaction and for heat or energy sources is not 
included in this survey. 

The ideal alpha source would contain the desired activity, emit alpha 
particles without degradation of their energy, and be of such integrity 
that no loss of the alpha erdtter won id occur during normal handling 
and use. however, such is not the case and compromises mo&t be made. 
Highly active sources are required to have & covering (window) to 
retain any alpha emitter that may become free of the source material 
and to protect the active deposit from abrasion and poeeiMe corrosion 
by the atmosphere, which in turn, would contribute to loss c*t material. 
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Thus for safety, active sources are covered with either an electroplated 
film, usually silver or gold, or foil, frequently of stainless steel, 
platinum, etc. With the covering of the source the inevitable reduction 
of alpha particle energy occurs, and of course, the thicker the covering 
the less the energy. A 0.17-mil platinum foil will decrease the energy 
of the 2 1 Q P o alpha particle by approximately half.1 If no degradation 
of alpha particle energy can be tolerated, as for alpha spectrum meas
urements, the other alterative Is to use a such less qjantity of the 
activity, so that If source material does become free, no severe 
contamination problem results. Thus, for some reference sources, for 
example for coulter or spectral standards, low specific activity may 
be desirable since, for a given weight loss, m»ch lower activity losses 
occur. Sources with little actual activity mass may also be desirable -
and can often be prepared to provide a relatively smear-free surface, 
severtheless, highly active sources do present problems and some com
mercial suppliers state that the life of even a gold-plated highly 
active source is only six months. 

References 
1. Monsanto Unclear Products and Services catalog, Monsanto Besearch 

Corporation, Dayton, Ohio. 

CHARACTERISTICS AND PROPERTIES OF A L W PARTICLES 

The characteristics and properties of alpha particles will be described 
only briefly since this information is included in several good texts.1"1* 

The alpha particle, made up of two neutrons and two protons bound 
together, has a mass of 4 amu and a charge t,£ +2 and is identical to 
the nucleus of a beli\mi atom. It Is the least penetrating of the three 
common types of radiation (alpha, beta, and gamma) emitted by radio
active materials. The ability of the alpha particle to form ion pairs 
in a gas through which It passes is one of its most important properties. 
In this process the alpha particle loses energy by removing an outer 
electron from atoms to produce ion pairs. The atom less the electron, 
Is positively charged and is one part of the ion pair; the free electron, 
negatively charged, Is the other. 

The heavy alpha particle moves mere slowly than a beta particle of the 
same energy and produces approximately 100 thousand ion pairs per centi
meter of path; a beta particle with the sane energy produces only a few 
hundred ion ?*lrs per centimeter. A 5-neV «lpha particle is capable of 
producing approximately 1.5 * 10 s ion pairs In Its normal range of *3 cm 
la air. The intensity of the ionization produced by a moving charged 
particle through a gas is expressed as specific ionization, i.e., the 
number of ion pairs formed per centimeter of path. The total number of 
iov pairs produced by a charged particl* is determined largely by its 
energy alnce an approximately constant amount of energy is lost for 
each ion pair formed. The specific ionization Increases as the energy 
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of the alpha particle decreases. If the specific ionization is plotted 
versus the energy (distance the alpha particle travels from the source), 
a Bragg curve is obtained. The curve shows that the specific ionization 
Increases with increasing distance from the source. As the energy of 
the alpha particle is spent* the rate of ionizatior increases until it 
reaches a «**«•«- and then falls sharply. when its energy is nearly 
exhausted, the alpha particle captures two electrons to form a neutral 
helium atom and produces no further ionization. The abrupt decrease 
in ionization indicates that alpha particles (f rom the same scarce) 
initially have approximately the same energy and cease to produce ioni
zation after having traveled approximately the same distance. 

The distance that an alpha particle will travel before losing all Its 
energy is designated range and depends on the medium through which it 
travels. This range is frequently given for air. The comparison of 
the range of an alpha particle in air with that in another medium 
provides a i <invent Umsl expression — relative stopping power — of the 
medium, i.e., 

KeUtiie stopping p«er - £*?„f*J$£*p£S££ £ I^l« • 

The range of the medium is the minimum thickness of that medium that will 
just prevent the paaaage of alpha particles and, by compering with the 
known range in air. the relative stopping power la determined. For 
exvjple, GLasstone* gives a relative stopping mower of 2000 for mica, 
1700 for aluminum, 3800 for copper, and 4900 for gold. The range cf 
alpha particles in various mediums, which can be determined by experi
ment or from the stopping power if known, is useful la determining 
the msrlmnm thickness of protective costings for alpha sources and 
also establishes the inflate thickness of the radioactive source mate
rial. The Infinite thickness is the thickness above which addition of 
source material will yield no increase in activity per unit area. 

Frequently in studies of absorption (stopping) of radiation, *.g.» alpha 
particles, a quantity which la the product of the thickness of the 
material (in cm) and Its density (g/cm3) is used. The result is mass 
per unit area, i.e., g/cm2 or ag/cm2, which is equivalent to a certain 
thickness and has been referred to aa areal density, thickness density, 
equivalent thickness, or Just thickness. 

The range in centimeters of an alpha particle in any medium can be 
expressed as milligrams per square centimeter. When tola areal density 
(mg/cm2) Is divided by the alpha particle range in air (cm) for the 
same energy alpha particle, there is obtained a thickness in milligrams 
per square centimeter that la equivalent to 1 cm of air. This thick
ness (mg/cm2), equivalent in stopping power to 1.0 cm of air, la propor
tional to the square root of the atomic number and la approximately equal 
to 0.30 A 1/ 2 (ref. 1), where A is the atomic number of the slsmtnt or 
average mass number of the compound material* Thus, if experimental 
data *re not available, the extent of alpha absorption in various media 
can be approximated. 
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SELECTING AN ALPHA EMITTER 
Hie application for which an alpha source will be used determines to a 
large part the selection of the particular alpha emitter. Two of the 
sore important qualities of the emitter are activity and half-life. 
The alpha emitter must provide the activity required, yet the half-life 
in many applications should be long enough that replacement or frequent 
calibration of the source is not required. A shorter half-life indicates 
a higher specific activity and a higher energy since in general, the alpha 
energy is inversely related to the half-life of the emitter. The activity 
of the aloha source (per unit area) can be increased by using (1) more of 
the active material (however, this is self-limiting for alpha particles 
when an "Infinite thickness" of source material is reached), or (2) an 
emitter of higher specific activity (shorter half-life) • Except for 
reference sources, especially for alpha spectrometry, initial energies 
are not usually a prime consideration since protective coverings of 
gold, stainless steel, etc., reduce the energy of the alpha particles 
by as much as 50X or more. 

The cost of the alpha emitter is frequently only a minor part of the 
total cost of an alpha source since the quantity of source material is 
usually small and thus its cost modest compared with that of fabrication. 

All the alpha emitters are hazardous and on an activity basis (tiCi body 
burden) are considered dangerous. Poloniun-210 has a somewhat higher 
tolerance level because of its physiological behavior and because it 
has no radioactive daughters and decays directly to stable 2 0 6Pb. Table 
1 gives some properties of many of the alpha-emitting nuclides. 

PREPARATION OF ALPHA SOURCES 
Although several methods for the preparation of alpha sources are reviewed, 
certain essential properties for a suitable source are common for all 
preparation methods. Probably the most Important quality is adherence, 
and it is essential from two standpoints — the loss of active material 
will cause both contamination and a change in the emission rate of the 
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source. Good uniformity of thickness Is also highly desirable especially 
with alpha sources, since variations In thickness lead to changes In the 
alpha spectrum because of changes in self absorption. The substrate on 
which the source is deposited is also a factor to be considered. Obviously, 
the substrate must be clean for the deposit to adhere well, and the degree 
of roughness of the surface is important. For the optimum in alpha source 
surface geometry, a polished, smooth substrate is necessary. This may be 
achieved either by mechanical polishing or by electropolishing. Electro-
polishing is preferred because it provides an ultraclean surface for depo
sition of the source material. Conversely, if the surface smoothness is 
not Important, larger quantities of source material, especially when using 
the electrodepoeition process, can be deposited on a rough or etched 
surface than on a smooth polished surface. In effect, etching increases 
the real surface area without changing the apparent surface area. The 
source material may not always adhere well to all substrates; therefore, 
coating or plating of such substrates with a mutually compatible material 
J8 sometimes required. For example, in the electrodepositlon of uranium 
onto aluminum, the aluminum, because its surface is usually covered by 
an oxide film, is coated with zinc prior to the deposition of uranium. 
This technique can apply to other substrates and source materials. 
Frequently, to prevent loss of radioactive material and contamination, 
a plating or covering of another material, e.g., gold, may be necessary 
over the source material to help prevent loss and the associated contami
nation. Although such a covering changes the alpha spectrum, coatings 
are frequently essential, especially with high-activity sources. A brief 
description of each preparation method Is given below. Methods for 
preparation of sources for counting and alpha-spectrum measurements are 
included since the techniques used for their preparation can be applicable 
to preparation of larger or more active sources. 

Electrodeposition Methods 
From the literature, electrolytic methods appear to be the most common 
technique of alpha source preparation. In general, in the electrodepo
sition method the alpha emitter is electrolytically deposited from an 
electrolyte, aiamonlum oxalate solution, onto a metallic substrate, e.g., 
stainless steel, which serves as the cathode. The anode is usually 
platinum and can also serve as the stirring device. The area of the 
active deposit is defined by a gasket between the deposition cell and 
the substrate or by a masking material. With the actlnides, the deposit 
is not in the metallic state but is deposited as a hydrous oxide or other 
forms of uncertain composition that are subsequently converted to oxide 
by ignition in air. The electrodeposition method in many instances is 
quantitative'or nearly so, and a good estimate of the quantity of the 
material deposited can be obtained by knowing the amount of alpha active 
material dispensed into the cell and than determining the residual amount 
remaining in the spent electrodeposition solution. The amount deposited 
is essentially the difference between the two values. 

Somewhat similar to electrodeposition is a nethod called molecular plating 
and developed by W. Parker (Table 2, iefs. 5, 8, and 32). A compound, the 
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same AS that in the plating solution, is deposited nearly quantitatively 
using high voltage 0^600-1000 V) and low current (VL00-200 uA). In this 
aethod a snail quantity of the source compound is dissolved in a minimum 
amount of water, and this solution is added to an organic medium, e.g., 
isopropyl alcohol, in which the coapound is at least slightly soluble. 
Under proper conditions both the electrodeposition and the Molecular 
plating technique give good adherence and essentially quantitative 
recovery when filn deposits are not too thick. 

A tabulation of deposition studies by various investigators is given in 
Table 2, and the alpha emitters Most commonly electrodeposited are shown. 
The substrates, electrolytes or deposition solutions, percent recoveries, 
and thicknesses of the deposit are also indicated for several of the 
Methods* 

Table 2 is not Intended to be an exhaustive listing of electrodeposition 
work, but it does Indicate the variety of electrodeposition Methods. 
The Molecular plating technique is indicated where applicable. Ho listing 
of specific isotopes of the elements has been made since any Isotopes of 
a given element can be deposited by the same procedure as that for the 
element. Purby3** has reviewed some or the earlier electiodeposltion work 
with uranium and polonium. 

Another less frequently used electrolytic deposition method is that of 
electrophoresis. It is of importance, however, because quantities up 
to 12 mg/cm2 or more can be deposited.31 Finely divided particles of 
metal or oxides are suspended in a polar organic liquid having low 
electrical conductivity. Certain substances, e.g., organic and inorganic 
acids, added to the organic liquid cause the particles to migrate to the 
cathode or anode under the influence of a high-tension field up to 3000 V. 
Coatings formed are quite adherent. The adherence of these deposits is 
variable and is influenced by the electrode metal, Al, Ft, Cu, etc., 
quantity of deposit, choice of additive, treatment of the sample after 
preparation, and particle size of the suspended material. Verdingh35 

has also described the preparation of sources by electrophoresis and 
electrospraying in another paper. 
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Electrospraylng 
Electrospraying is a technlqoe of preparing thin layers of radionuclides 
from a few micrograms per square centimeter up to several milligrams per 
square centimeter and active areas from a few square millimeters to 
several hundred square centimeters on even aitrathln (10 yg/cm2) backing 
materials. The essential part of the equipment is a capillary from which 
a solution (alcohol, acetone, chloroform, etc.) of the active material is 
ejected by means of an electrical field. In this process a contact wire 
is inserted in the capillary 1/8 to 1 in. from the tip and is connected 
to a 3- to 10-kV high voltage supply. The high voltage forces the liquid 
through the narrow capillary as a spray of tiny droplets which is projected 
toward the grounded bathing which may be thin metal or metal-coated plastic 
fell. The solvent must be sufficiently volatile to evaporate during its 
passage from capillary to backing material. The electrostatic acceleration 
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in the high voltage field is high enough to ensure good adherence of the 
deposited particles to the backing. The radioactive aaterial to be 
deposited must be soluble in the solvent used, and the coapound should 
be 8table and nonhydroscopic or be convertible to such a coapound by heat
ing. The deposit is quite uniform and yields are high, 75-100Z. The 
method has the advantage that even where only a small amount of source 
material is available sources can be prepared because of the high effi
ciency of the technique. The shape of the deposit is defined by a mask 
so some edge effect can be expected, and, in some instance, a guard ring 
and collimator at a potential somewhat less than that of the capillary 
car* be used to focus the spray.1 The production of radioactive sources 
by electrospraying has been described by several authors.1"'11 
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Vacuum Evaporation 
The vacuus, evaporation technique has wide application since any of the 
actiniae Betels or oxides can be evaporated or sublimed at temperatures 
^2300*C. Because of the high temperature involved, refractory netal or 
oxide crucibles atust be used for compatibility. Tantalum, tungsten, 
molybdenum, beryllium oxide, thorla, and slrconia are examples of suitable 
crucible materials. This technique has to a large extent, especially with 
the actinides, replaced the older resistance filament technique which waa 
only about IX efficient and coated nuch of the equipment In addition to 
the desired target or source substrate. 

Dor achieving the evaporation temperatures necessary, electron-bombardment 
or radiofrequency Induction heating is the method of choice. One electron-
bombardment technique makes use of a water-cooled copper hearth in which 
an appropriate ceramic crucible is placed and used to contain the evaporant. 
A heated tungsten filament auppllea an electron beam which ia then bent in 
an angle of approximately 270" by a magnetic field and can be focused to 
directly bombard the oxide or metal contained in the crucible. Unfortu
nately, this technique produces a vapor beam whose cross-section angle la 
usually 120*• Thus, dispersion of evaporant over a large area occurs, 
and sate rial is vasted or must be reclaimed from the walla of the system. 

Most frequently a narrow vapor angle is preferred in an effort to conserve 
material and reduce system contamination, when a refractory metal or 
graphite crucible with a length much longer thro its internal diameter 
(at least tenfold) is used, vapor flow can be made to approximate a lami
nar condition and thus a pencil of vapors can be directed toward the 
substrate with efficiency greater than that obtained with low-profile 
crucibles. Relatively high yields of condensed material can be attained 
by this method (about 201) as compared to lesa than IX realized using the 
bent-beam electron bombardment system. Heating of the tubular crucible 
is performed by either electron bombardment or induction. 

Appropriate metal, ceramic, or even organic substrates can be placed at 
various distances from the vapor sourest and can be mechanically manipu
lated, e.g., single rotation or planetary rotation, to achieve ^rr 1^— 
uniformity of the condensed layer. Film thlckneeses varying from <1 ug/ 
cm2 to >50,000 wg/cm2 have been achieved by this technique, and the 
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deposited layer is quite adherent. Choices of the substrate material, 
substrate-to-source distance, and evaporation rate are all interrelated 
and depend upon the target configuration, thickness of the deposit, and 
the evaporant properties. The vacuus evaporation technique for the 
preparation of aloha-emitting sources and targets has been described by 
numerous authors. 2 0 
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Sputtering 
The technique of argon sputtering requires that a target disk of 
pressed or fused oxide or metal be used as a material source. This Is 
located directly beneath or above a substrate onto which sputtered mate
rial Is to be collected. The principle Involved In this technique is 
the generation of an argon plasma (pressure of <1000 torr) that creates 
energetic argon ions which in turn impinge on the target causing sput
tering or spallation of the target material. The argon plasma Is 
generated either by a high electric potential (1000 to 6000 V) between 
an electron-generating filament and the target v if metal targets axe 
used, or by radio frequency Induction which is applicable If ceramic 
targets are used. The distance between the target and the substrate 
mupt be carefully regulated to preserve the Crooks dark space. Groups 
of atoms or molecules sputtered from the target are collected on the 
substrate, and, being energetic, deposit energy on the substrate in 
the form of heat; therefore, a careful choice of substrate material 
and/or of the energy applied to the sputtering process must be made. 

The advantage of sputter-deposition is that (1) the substrate can be 
cleaned In place by backsputtering the surface layer of the substrate, 
(2) excellent adhesion of the condensed molecules is achieved because 
of the clean substrate surface and the energetic nature of the process, 
(3) mixtures of material can be co8putter°d, e.g., glasses composed of 
two or more molecular species, and (4) multiple targets can be used to 
generate multilayer deposits with consecutive sputterings. The biggest 
disadvantage of the sputtering technique Is that a large target con
taining grams of the actiniae material must be used. The radiation 
field generated by this large target and the low abundance of the 
material itself frequently prohibits the use of this method, especially 
when a simple glove box containment area having only minor radiation 
shielding is used. Efficiency of the sputtc. tag process Is about 10Z. 
More than one substrate can be used simultaneously provided the area 
subtended by the multiple substrates does not exceed 802 of that of 
the target. 

Both the vacuum evaporation and the sputtering processes are useful, 
but generally, when high assay actiniae Isotopes are being deposited, 
the evaporation technique is superior both in teims of efficiency and 
capability of using only submilllgram quantities of material. The 
sputtering technique has been described in a recent conference.1'2 
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Evaporation of Solution 

A simple method for the preparation of alpha sources, frequently for 
alpha spectrometry and counting, is the precipitation method where 
either an aqueous or organic solution of the source material is evapo
rated to dryness on a substrate. Although the method may not produce 
as adherent a deposit as that of electrodeposition, vacuum evaporation, 
or electrospraying methods, it Is fast and gives 100Z yields. The 
substrate material, platinum, stainless steel, glass, etc., is cleaned 
and in some cases a masking material might be applied or the substrate 
might have a small depression in its center. The solution is added In 
small portions and is carefully evaporated. If ammonium salts are 
present, the plate is heated to a higher temperature to fume these salts 
away; however, boiling at any stage is avoided to prevent loss of material. 
After tte evaporation is complete, the substrate plate is flamed or 
ignited rt a red heat for further removal of any volatile material. This 
method has been used by several authors, most frequently for alpha 
spectrometry.*~3 
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Painting 
The preparation of alpha sources by painting Is more an art than a 
science. The painting process hat been discussed by Furby,1 and by 
Glover and Robinson.2 Although relatively thick films can be prepared 
by this method, the quality and uniformity of the source depends on 
the skill of the operator. In general, the active material is evapo
rated to dryness in a va-ruum desiccator, and the residue is dissolved 
in a small amount of alcohol, A dilute solution of cellulose nitr&re 
la then added, and the mixture la further diluted with alcohol. The 
backing foil can be masked to define the active area. The paint 
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solution is applied to the backing material with a brush and allowed to 
dry; the residue is then fired. The procedure can be repeated until the 
desired thickness of deposit has been acquired. Applying the brush 
strokes in different directions for each layer of deposit improves 
uniformity. 
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Other Source Preparation Methods 
A few other source preparation methods can be found in the literature; 
however, tbey are not widely used. Bjoernholm and Lederer1 have prepared 
thin cation exchange foils as substrates for alpha sources. Commercial 
polystyrene sheets treated with fuming sulfuric acid produce a thin-layer 
cation exchanger. A specific capacity of 5.6 milliequivalents per gram 
was obtained, and the thickness can be varied from a few to several 
hundred micrograms per square centimeter. The foils have been used to 
prepare alpha sources of Cm, Cf, Es 9 and Fm in 20 to 30 mia with yields 
of 70 to 90Z. The sources are uniform, and cations can be absorbed 
selectively with good yield. Bjoernholm, Johansen, and Hordby2 have 
also described the preparation of alpha and beta spectrometry sources 
on plastic foil backings with thicknesses of about 30 ug/cm2. Polystyrene 
foils can be made hydrophlllc within a small spot, defining the source 
area. 

Other workers3 •** have made alpha sources by adsorption on inorganic 
substrates. El Guebely and Sikkeland3 have prepared Infinitely thin 
sources of plutonium by adsorption from hydrochloric acid solutions onto 
glass, aluminum, and platinum surfaces. Thiele, Cheng, and Tang11 have 
investigated the preparation of alpha and beta sources by adsorption of 
the radioactive nuclide on thin layers of alumi«.:im oxide produced by 
anodic oxidation. Various parameters affecting adsorption behavior 
were investigated, and sources of 2 > f lAm and natuval uranium were prepared. 

A few workers have prepared alpha sources in the form of glasses and 
enamels on a metal backing, or in other forms. Jonas5 prepared silicate 
glasses containing plutonium oxide. The glasses effectively reduce the 
hazards norm&lly associated with plutonium oxide and can be formed into 
fibers, microspheres, and rods. The plutonlum-taarlng glasses ware used 
for standard alpha sources because of their freedom of contamination and 
their chemical durability. 
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Petrova et aZ. 6 have shown th~ advisability of the practically universal 
methods of preparing alpha, beta, and gamma sources from inorganic enamels, 
Such sources allow for a wide range both in intensity and in form, 

A French patent7 has been awarded to Cimetiere, Desroches, and Routier 
and describes a process for manufacturing sources. A layer of enamel 
containing 2klhm in the form of americium silicate is produced by 
melting an enamel powder containing the 2 < f lAm on the surface of a backing 
material. 
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EVALUATION OF ALPHA SOURCES 
Once an alpha source has been obtained, either by preparation in the 
laboratory or by purchase, it la deelrable to evaluate the source alpha 
emission rate (unless the vendor certifies the amission value of the 
source) and to test for Adherence and contamination. 

Adherence of the alpha emitter to the aubetrate material is one of the 
•oat Important propartiaa of an alph* source, slice, as mentioned else
where in this survey, loss of the alpha emitter has a twofold effect -
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change in emission rate and contamination of the source environment. 
Frequently the alpha sources are covered with a thin foil which helps 
to retain any loose alpha emitter; however, movement of the emitter 
under the foil may change the source emission characteristics by changes 
in self-absorption. A smear test on the alpha source, either covered or 
uncovered, should not show a release of activity greater than 0.005 y d 
or the applicable statutory limit. Sometimes an uncovered alpha, source 
is leach tested by Immersion in distilled water at 50*C for 4 hr. The 
total activity removed should again not exceed 0.005 y d or the pre
scribed limit. As an added precaution, the alpha source can be given a 
shelf test, which involves a second smear test after at least a 7-day 
waiting period, to ensure a relec»e of alpha emitter of so greater than 
the established limit. After satisfactory adherence has been established, 
the emission rate of an alpha source, with the possible exception of 
alpha spectral standards or reference sources, is probably the most 
important parameter to be considered. If the intensity of the alpha 
particles (number emitted per unit time) from the source is within the 
counting capabilities of an alpha detector,1"3 counting is a convenient 
method for determining the emission rate. The rates can be compared with 
those of standard sources*1 that have been calibrated for example by alpha-
gamma coincidence counting. If the counting rate of the source express 
that of the alpha detector (counter) a thin metal mask confining one or 
several holes can be placed on the source during counting to reduce the 
number of alpha particles striking the detector. From the observed count 
corrected by a conversion factor determined by counting an alpha source 
of lesser activity with and without the mask, the emission rate of the 
source under evaluation is determined. Masting pistes can be fabricated 
to give the desired ratio of hole area to source area. 

The Intensity of alpha radiation has been measured by secondly nuclear 
reactions. High-energy alpha particles from the source unoVr test 
produced neutrons by (a,n) reaction5 on suitable low Z material. These 
neutrons impinging upon a monitoring material cause radioactJvation. The 
amount of radioactivity induced in the monitoring material establishes 
the relative strengths of alpha sources. 

The alpha output6 from sources containing larger amounts of radioactivity, 
e.g., 16 CI of ' : 1 0Po, can be measured by measuring the current (energy) 
transferred from the alpha source to the collector plate hj alpha particle''. 
The source and collector plate are place* in a vacuum to platent ionisetIon. 

In s somewhat similar manner, by the use of an extrapolation lonlsatlon 
chamber, alpha particles from a source lonlie the surrounding sir and 
cause current to flow between the source and the collector piste. By 
measuring the current st various distances from the source and extrapo
lating the i-esults, dose rates7*8 can be determined to give flux and doss 
st the surface of the sample. 

For some applications of alpha sources, especially for standard or 
reference sources, it is desirable to know not only the intensity but 
also the energy distribut.'-on of alpha particles being emitted. Sources 
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that contain only snail quantities of notarial uniformly distributed over \ 
the backing surface display a minimum amount of self-absorption and 
scattering. They emit alpha particles that are at or near their full 
energy and are nearly monoenernetlc. As the quantity of source material 
is increased the energy of some of the alphas is decreased and a change 
in the ftaectrum occurs. This change is related t-» the thickness of the 
deposit.' Studies have been made tojJetersdne the alpha-energy spectrums 
from sources of known composition. 1 0 ~ K with these data, the energy 
apectruuB from other complex alpha sources can be predicted and, inversely, 
by knowing the composition of the source and its energy spectrum, the 
thickness of the radioactive deposit can be calculated.9 The energy 
spectrum of the alpha radiation from a source Includes the direct 
radiation and all other contributions caused by backseat ter of the alpha 
particle from the backing 1 5' 1 6 and scatter from the matrix material. 
Good uniformity of the deposit of the alpha active material is desirable, 
and variations in uniformity will cause differences in emission rate from 
different portions of the active surface as well as distortion of the 
energy spectrum. Autoradiography17 using photographic film or glass 
plates coated with nuclear emulsions has been used with alpha sources to 
show the distributions of the radioactivity. Bensitometrlc1* measurements 
taken en the film or plate give a ratio of the intensities of radiation 
from different locations on the source area. These photographic plates 
also show the path and relative energy of more penetrating proton radia
tion 1 9 which may emerge from alpha sources, particularly those sources 
with high energy alpha radiation. 
uniformity of the source deposit can also be evaluated by using a mask, 
e.g., a hole in a thin metal plate, 2 7 and counting various areas of the 
active deposit. The area of the hole can be, for example, a few percent 
of the total source area. 
Table 3 lists references relative to evaluation of alpha sources of 
various nuclides and indicates the parameter measured and the method 
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USES OF ALPHA SOURCES 

Because of the limited range and high specific ionization of alpha 
particles, most of the applications of alpha sources, other the* 
standard or reference sources, are associated with gaging applications 
or Ionization of gases. Gardner and Ely 1 have discussed several prin
ciples used in alpha—particle g^g*1^ appl Icfti^^r These imclusu the 
ion-gage principle — the amount of current produced in a gas; the 
energy principle — the residual energy of alpha particles after they 
pass through s sample; the range principle — the number of alpha 
particles that traverse e sample; as s e l l as the energy spectrum 
principle of alpha sources, shich nukes them useful in digit is ing 
mechanical sensors. 

In the ion-gage principle the amount of iemiiatien produces' by am alpha 
sources i s related to t h e pressure of the gas being aeasured, the prin
ciple being the same as that ased in conventional lot* gages for pressure 
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it . The ftlanemt of t i e coaiaatlona1 lorn gage i s replaced with 
arc* , amd the major advent agte of this type of gage axe (1) BO 

filament to barn oat, (2) ao possibility of a chenical reaction birwetn 
the gee being a m n j mad the f Hamlet, aad (3) the aoarce of Ionization 
i s very coaataat aad aot sabject to Cha aoraal power snpply last 3 i l l t ies 
of fllaaeats. Tbis rsdiogeglng principle has t i e primary advantage that 
very hlfji %aalvnlemt" coasting rates cam be obtained with an ioalration 
chamber; i t s ante disadvantage i s that only aeea-level or analog 
la possible amd tbas i t i s iaberaatly 
the peloe-ccveter detectorr asad with the range principles of alpha radio-
gaglag. Since loa currents vary as a famctioa of gas uoagorltioa, analysis 
of binary gas mnjinaftluui cam also be 

ergy principle Involves the anoant of ioalsatioa gas ray 
am alpha particle has passed through a gas, liamld, or so l id . 

Operating in the mean level or enrrent-omtpat node, am loalmotion 
gives am oatpat carreat proportional to the realdaal man ait of loalsatloa 
carrent that i s asp pelted la the rhomb ir . This type of gaga cam be aaad 
to measure this film thicknesses, reap •retai l , gas smaelty, amd eomeosltlom 
of binary aimti 

principle i s a basis for 

principle cam be aaad to 
Lty, f snail at a i l , amd presaara; b m ^ t 

to 
with this 

press ate or density heart 

Several types of gagas asimg alpha sources arm described briefly. 

1. ft. P. Gardner amd ft. L. H y , Jr . , Radioisotope Measurement Applica
tions in Engineering, pp. 287-302, ftelnbold, haw York, 1967. 

Gas Pressure gud Density Gages 

The preoaare range of lomlsstloa gagaa aslng radioactiva soar cos has beei 
daaoaatrated by andriaax amd Iaptaf f l with the alphavac-500 ioaisatioa 
gage which provider pioseere measvxemaate batsmen 5 * VQT* and 1000 torr 
with a pradaioa of ±3X. The radlatioa alpha soerce i s 2^ 1am. The _ 

two not ions , one for prasswras bilwasa * x MT* and 1 torr, 
for preasarea of 1 to 1000 torr. 

k British pateat 2 awanlail to Boixlaa describes a radioactive somrce loml-
satloa praasare gags for maeeiirtmg press ares froai 0.73 * 10 3 to 0.75 x 
10"* mm of ftg. the gas, whose praseare i s to be maasmred, i s admitted to 
am enclosure, end alpha particles f ion th* pletomlaL. aonrce ionise 
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cSeefcer MSSUISS the neaber of loss , which i s directly 
proportional to th* gas pi 

The applied Physics Service of the Saclay aoclear Stadias 
Atomic amergy Aathorlty) has eesigaad sad hailt a 
active aoerce, kaoaa as Platoa. 3 The las 

(half- l i fe 6540 years), gives a 1laser 
with a siagle aaeosrlag head. I t i s 
aad caa he ased ia aa altravacaam system. All parts are 

ttal aad caa he heated to 300*C. 

of the alpha aowxce gagas for aaaearlsg press are or omasity of 
Msocisted with aeroaaatica aad plaaatsry ataa 

selsoe, aad Wackier* have descrihed aa slabs psrtlrla pi 
ase oa vary high altltaae coaataat-leval halloea f l ights . The iastraaaat 

• i l l ihar with aa acoaracy ia the 1 to 10 all l ihar raagjt of a for teaths of 

road oat by the tlaa laterval betasia roasts of th 
la a fora coavaalaat for radiots 1 sasteriag. Tempi iets*s correctlea ia 
aaas so that the iastrwaaat aaasares with swltablt 

between -25 aad +25*C. The laaliasaai has 
50 balloon flights aad gfres tsiroenUhle 

O i l y , 5 f irst im a lahorstory teat, 
test stadiad the eatersnaatloa aad etmbllj 
aoarcas aad aaalcoadector dateetors. A 
90Z 2 3 5 0 , was ased with a detector for deteralaiag altitwae, 
was asad with aaother detector for stabllixlag s i t i tads. Ia a si 
spheric balloon test the reaalts were idsatical with those givaa hy 
baroaater. 

Gilly aad coworkers7 •• have also dsvelopsd a aachaater aaiag 
sad 2 % 1 a a alpha aoareaa. Poises from each of the 

aapliflad aad dispatched ia two electroalc chaias iato a siapllfiad 
lator which givaa the aach aaaber. It is possible to aseocla+e electroaic 
chaias for obtalaiag separate iaformstloa oa both altltaaa aad aach aaabera, 
aad the acawlred iaforaation caa also ha assd for steal 11 slag altltaee. 
with the two soarcas scad, the aaa eowrce sad dstector wait gives the atatic 

aad the aecoad wait gives lafdraetloa oa the 
Sellers sod Morel 9 have described a etsisa aad ̂ avelopaaat program to 
eatarmiaa the feasibility of asimg a radioiaotopic aowxce ami detector 
as the basic seasiag wait ia aa altiamter esttlag iadicator capable of 
operating ap to 10 digital displays aad 

seasiag with each a wait, it ia necessary either to place the wait ia a 
cestrffllad lam) jrmtare eacloswra that is loaaacteil to the poiat at which 
the pressure is to be aaaaared or to moaitor the t sap si stare of the 
eiftclosore aad aaa that iaf oraatioa aloag with the deaslty to eelrelate 
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the pressure. Ike teanerature aaat either be controlled or aeaaared to 
aa accuracy of about ±0.02*C to aeet the designed objective oa pressure, 
A teeoeratare-coatrolled eacloaare 

aad Sellera10 have coadacted a feasibility study of alpha-particle 
aensl toasters for ueaeurlag planetary afoapherlc deaalty. The ayscei 
uses aa alpha source, e.g., 2 % 1An, separated from a detector by a fixed 
distance, with the gaa under staay reducing the alpha energy. Ttoo variants 
of the ayaten are (1) the thin aoerce systen, uulch asea a nanoenernetlc 
alpha aonrce aad •easuree the average energy loaa aad (2) the thlci sct*rce 
eyetuu, which nana a broad-epectrnn source and aeaevree the count rate 
above a fixed threehold. For either ayaten need la coabinatlon with C0 2, 
S2 V and Ar - the coanoaenti thonght to be significant in the Martian 

- the density, p, la given by 

PCD2 * P«2 * °- 6 ? PAr * 
The thin source systan gives greater accuracy at hlgji -^—^w^-, 
the thick source systen can have aa accuracy adjusted to be better at 
lav densities. Use vith an x-ray attenuation ayaten 
of PQJ. p. • end PA_ to be eeternfteed separately, unen no eoanoeltlon 
Infomntloa la available, the alpha particle systen should neasnre the 
density of the Hsrtlaa ataoepaere to ±91. If the coanositlon la 
the error nay be decreased to ±2X. 

Hat use of alpha enlttaTa for aeaaurlag gaa density or pressure not 
aarlly related to aeroaautlce and apace studies have bean described by 
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Relative Hunidity Gages 
Hallowes and Hodgson1 have developed an alpha-particle hygrometer for 
measuring the relative humidity of air by the transmission of alpha 
particles through a vary thin film containing an equilibrium proportion 
of moisture. The scope of application la similar to that of electrical 
hygroamtara in which the conductivity of a hygroscopic surface layer is 
measured. However, the enploymsnt of the alpha-particle technique greatly 
reduces the interferences from traces of sulfur dioxide and the like in 
the air. The method provides a rapid response and covers the full range 
of relative humidities at normal atmospheric temperatures. The radioactive 
source is 2 % 1Am. The detector is a email aurface-barrier semiconductor, 
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thus allowing the construction of a compact probe to facilitate Measure
ments in confined places, e.g., in connection with warehouse ventilation 
p rob leas. The hygroscopic film is specially made from sulfonated 
cross-linked polystyrene and mounted on a vane rotated by a miniature 
electric motor. Rotation of the vane alternates the hygroscopic film 
with an otherwise similar nonhygroscopic one in the source-detector 
gap, thus providing a means of compensating for changes in temperature 
and pressure of the air in the gap and for detector temperature. The 
rotation also ensures the necessary circulation of air in the immediate 
proximity of the hygroscopic film. The output provides for continuous 
direct or remote indication, servo control, or recording. 

Mew possibilities for the determination of the humidity content of wet 
steam in steam turbines using radioactive isotopes has been discussed 
by Csom and Benedek.2 The relationship between the flow rates (stagnant 
and flawing wet stream) of two-phase mediums and steam humidity was 
investigated. They studied the theoretical problems of two measuring 
methods — measuring the energy of 2 3 9Pu alpha particles and compensation 
measurement of the range of "*Pu alpha particles. They concluded that 
both procedures are usable for steam at pressures from 0.03 to 1.5 atm 
with am error of about ±0.4 to ±1.1Z humidity. 

Kobayaehi3'11 has devised a method of determining dew point based on the 
principle thar. the absorption of alpha particles by the deposited dew 
weakens the ionization current. The cooled disk on which the dew is to 
be deposited la coated with an alpha emitter, and an ionization chamber 
measures the ionization current. The intensity of the ionization current 
and the surface temperature of the disk are recorded against time. The 
temperature at which the ionization current undergoes a rapid decrease 
determines the correct dew point. The method is indicated to be free 
from the errors that arise from supersaturation of water vapor and 
Incidental risk of disk temperature from illumination. 
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Thickness Gages and Other Measurement Devices 
Hone,1 in a critical survey of methods for determining file thickness 
applicable to nuclear measurement targets, has described several devices, 
including an alpha-particle thickness monitor, for weight determination 
of enriched stable-lsotopic and natural targets. Bach device la discussed 
briefly, and measurement capacities, accuracy, and approximate cost of 
each are given. 

In a short survey, Mo ret2 hss described the most commonly used methods of 
thickness measurements, with emphasis on those used at Buratomu Several 
methods are described briefly and include that of absorption of alpha 
particles• 

Adair3 in a recent conference discussed the use of alpha particles and 
fission fragments for measuring target thickness and uniformity of ssmplns 
varying in areal density from a few micrograms per square tar timeter to 
several milligrams per square centimeter* Alpha particles from an 2 M A n 
source pass through e 1-mn aperture and Impinge on the target foil. The 
energy of the attenuated alpha beam la determined by observing the alpha 
energy shift in a calibrated multlchsuasl analyser system. From the 
8 topping power data, the target thickness can be determined. 

At this same conference aoret and verheyen* discussed alpha absorption 
aa one of several methods for aejay of samples for nuclear measurements 
by physical methods. The various methods are compared. 

In Japraese work leraniahi5 has rW scribed the measurement of the thickness 
of thin polymer films with s semiconductor alpha-particle detector, and 
Nbnaka and Sugai* hr/ve described improvements over an earlier gags. By 
using * larger 2 < l lAm source, accuracies of the measurements were much 
improved. 

A patent7 on an apparatus for measuring the thickness of a substance by 
determining the shift in the energy spectrum of alpha particles passing 
through the substance has been awarded to Anderson. The apparatus Includes 
an alpha source and semiconductor j taction diode detectors. Electrical 
integrating and comparing means are need to determine the thickness of 
the substance by comparison with the energy transmitted by samples of 
standard thicknesses. 

An application of tutherford scattering to target thickness measurements 
haa been reported by Burke and Tippett.* Alpha particles from an 2H1im 
source were scattered from thin foils, and the counting rate of these 
scattered particles was used to determine the foil thickness. The method 
is particularly auitffblj for target materials of high atomic number chat 
have bean deposited on supporting foils of low atomic number. 

Lewis9 has described aa alpha-particle thickness gage suitable for surface 
densities up to 13 mg/cm2. The energy loss of 3.78-MsV alpha particles 
traversing target folia is related to surface density whan a simple empirical 
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formula is used. The 8.78-HeV alpha particles from the decay of 2 1 2 P o , 
produced in the decay of 2 2 8 T h (1.91-year half-life) to 2 0 8 P b , were used 
for this work. The results suggest that accuracies of setter than 5Z 
can he achieved. 
Other investigators have also used alpha gages to measure weights per 
unit area of thin materials. 1 0 - 1 2 Although all of these cited used 2 2 6 R a 
as the alpha source, it appears that 2 H 1 A m might he used in some alpha 
weight measuring gages. The intensity _^d half-life of 2 l | 1An are adequate 
for this type of gaging, but Its alpha energies are less than those of 
some of the daughterr of 2 2 6 l n , thus the upper limits of thicknesses 
capable of being measured would be less for the 2**1Am. 

The smoke detector might also be considered an alpha gage. These instru
ments use an Ionization chamber containing an alpha source, e.g., 2 l | 1An, 
of about 10 to 100 y d . Vhen even a very small amount of smoke enters 
the ion chamber the current passing through the chamber is reduced. The 
combustion products may bit of particles too small to be visible as smrlw, 
but they are detected nevertheless. Two ionisation chambers — source 
units are frequently used — one is open to allow passage of smoke particles 
and the other, which serves as a reference, is virtually dosed. The two 
chambers are connected with appropriate circuitry that activates an alarm 
when smoke enters the open chamber. These detectors using alpha sources 
have been described in several papers 1 3' 1 6 snd two patents. 1 7' 1 8 

Bettenhausen and Gallagher19 have developed an alpha-particle voltmeter. 
The instrument measures the energy increment added to the known energy 
of alpha particles from a 2 1 0 P o source as the alpha particles pass through 
the electric field produced by a voltage difference. The meter measures 
voltages in the range of 10 s to 10* V and can operate in high vacuum. 

A patent has been awarded to Owen 2 0 for a borehole deviation detector 
that is essentially an inclinometer. A pendnlum weight plate with a 
radioactive alpha source, e.g., 2 1 0 P o or 2 3^Pu, is suspended within a 
housing. Radiation detectors are mounted on the inner wall of the 
housiag and measure the amount of radiation received from the pendulum. 
As the housing is inclined with the borehole, different amounts of radia
tion will be received by each detector, and direction and deviation from 
the vertical can be determined. A spring mechanism is provided for 
damping the pendulum. Various modifications of the instrument are also 
described. 
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Ionization of Air 
The excellent ability of alpha particles to Ionize air has found particu
lar use In three applications — elimination of static electricity, protec
tion from lightning, and ionic conditioning of air. All three of these 
are made possible by the high specific ionization of alpha particles (up 
to 100,000 ion pairs per centimeter in air compared with a few hundred 
for beta particles;. 

Both the elimination of static electricity and the protection from light
ning (also static electricity) operate on the principle that the air 
ionized by an alpha (or beta) source is conductive and thus allows the 
charge to leak away to ground. 

Static Eliminators 
Static electricity is a costly and troublesome hazard to both production 
processes and personnel. It can cause fires, explosions, production 
interruptions, poor product quality, lost time, and shocks to employees. 
Static eliminators have found use especially in the printing and textiles 
Industries. Paper fed into printing presses may become charged as it 
passes between the guidas and result in tearing unless the printing speed 
if ad ted. In the textile industry, fibers become charged by rubbing 
against the many nonconductive parts of the spinning and weaving equipment 
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and can remain charged for long periods of time. In the weaving process 
these fibers or threads left in the loo* over night attract dust particles 
and cause what is called "fog marking" which reduces the value of the 
cloth. In the production of laminated glass sheets, which becoae charged 
during polisnlng, dust attracted by the glass mars the finished product 
unless precautions are taken to eliminate the dust collection. 

Static eliminators can be either e metrical or radioactive. The electri
cal types are used, but they have the disadvantage that they can produce 
shocks unless adequately protected and may produce sparking under certain 
circumstances and therefore cannot be safely used in Inflammable atmospheres. 
While the radioactive static eliminators, which usually contain 
2 2 6Ra, or 2s*iAm, cannot cause shocks or sparks adequate precautions must 
be taken to prevent radiation hazards. Although the external radiation 
hazard is slight with the alpha emitters, care must be taken to prevent 
physical damage to the radiation source which might lead to ingestion 
or inhalation of active material. For this reason the radioactive static 
eliminators are usually covered either with a protective foil or grid. 
Nuclear static eliminators using alpha emitters have been described in 
several publications.1"8 

Radioactive Lightning Rods 
The use of alpha sources on lightning rods is becoming increasingly 
common, especially in Europe.9'11 A Liechtenstein firm, General 
Protection Establishment, has recently improved 1 2 9 1 3 the Franklin 
lightning rod, using a theory developed by Szilard that air ionization 
by radiation would provide better protection than a standard Franklin 
rod. This rod is marketed under the name E.F. lightning rod. The 
letters E.F. stand for "electricite froide," which means cold, or 
low-energy, high-voltage electricity. The basic part** of the device 
(Fig. 1) are a stainless steel cylindrical rod having a sharp point 
at the top and several ridges running longitudinally down the rod, 
an annular electrode having sharp edges directed toward the rod, an 
insulator that separates the rod and the electrode, and several 2 I f lAm 
sources* in the electrode. 

When the device Is in operation, the rod is grounded and the electrode 
assumes the potential of the atmosphere. Under thunderstorm conditions 
the potential gradient between the rod and the electrode reaches high 
enough values that there will be electrical discharges between the 
sharp edges pf the electrode and the ridges of the rod. This discharge 
is, of course, aided by the ionization of the air caused by the alpha 
particles emitted by the radioactive sources. The electrical discharge 

C. 6. Invernlzzl, President, united States Radium Corporation (Europe), 
36 Avenue Krieg, Geneva, a long-term proponent of radioactive lightning 
rods, hag been largely responsible for studies of lightning protection 
by ionization of air and for the development of the special xl*1Am 
sources for lightning protection. 
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causes additional ionization of the 
gases, the net effect being to create 
an ionized cloud around the unit that 
will provide a path for the lightning 
to the rod where it will be grounded. 
At the present time, eight 2 ? 1 A a 
sources are provided on each electrode, 
and it is claimed to protect an area 
within a radius of 250 neters. 

The ionising effect of an excellent 
Franklin installation waa compared 
with that of an E.F. installation 
daring periods of etormy weather in 
1964. The neasureaents were taken 
on the Concord building (64 meters) 
in Toulon, France. Under all trial 
conditions the B.P. Installation, 
connected on the saae ground plate 
as the Franklin unit, at the aaae 
gradient values gave an approximate 
rate of ionization 10*1 times that 
of the Franklin unit. 

In such regions aa Italy ami the 
Spanish Peninsula — example* of Fig. 1. Schematic Diagram 
European countries moat affected of E.F. Lightning Bod. 
by lightning — entire units of 
telecommunication systems, network/* 
of electricity production and dis
tribution, and fuel and gas systems* aa well as a large number of important 
industries, such aa Pint, have adopted the E.F. system for lightning 
protection. 

The Pierrelatte Plant for iaotope separation in Prance has been protected 
8ince 1963 by 25 E.F. installations. This plant is situated in an area 
particularly prone to lightning. The French Coaaiasariat a l'Energie 
Atoadque has adopted the E.F. system to assure the protection of its 
plants at Fontenay-aux-Soses and Chinon. The French Electric Power 
Authority baa also chosen thie type of protection for its nuclear plant 
at St. Laurent dee Eaux. The Italian government aasures the protection 
of its nuclear plants of Saluggia and Garigliano with the E.F. system, 
aa Euratoa has done for its Ispra plant. 

A recent Euratoa report111*'11 lists eight European firms that make radio
active lightning roda and uteres that there are between 5 and 10 thouaand 
such rod8 installed in Europe. Lightning roda containing alpha sources 
have also been described in Electrical Vorldls and in an article by 
Marslcanin and Radosavljevic.16 
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Ionic Conditioning of Air 
The Ions In air that man breathes are believed to affect the feelings 
of well-being — positive ions having a detrimental effect while negative 
ions, particularly those of oxygen, fortify the feeling. Pollution of 
the air and even filtering of air for air conditioning remove negative 
ions from the air; therefore, restoration of negative ions appears 
desirable. This can be done with ion generators using alpha sources and 
Invernlzzi17 has described the "Bnergle Froide" ion generator. An 2kl/m 
source capable of producing 5 * 10 9 ions /sec is the center of the system. 
The alpha particles generate both positive and negative ions; the positive 
ions are electronically collected and eliminated, and the negative ions 
are emitted to the ambient air. When used in locations where air is 
conditioned, the generators reestablish the Ionic equilibrium, in 
polluted atmospheres, which are excessive in positive Ions, they favor 
the precipitation of pollutants suspended in the air and tend to equili
brate the atmosphere in negative ions. Skilling and Beckett18 have 
reviewed some of the earlier work in controlling air ion density in 
rooms using 2 l 0Po alpha sources. A united States patent19 describes 
the use of 2 1 0Po in an ion controller, and a British patent20 describes 
an Ionized air-producing device using &s alpha or beta emitter in a 
resin matrix. 

Flow Measurement 
Clayton21 has reviewed the use of radioisotopes to induce ionization for 
gas-flow measurements. In most of the applications which use alpha 
sources, the source and ionization detector are both placed in the gas 
stream to be measured. In one design, the source and detector are at 
the same location within a pipe. At low gas velocities most of the Ions 
produced are collected by the applied field of the ionization chamber, 
but, as the gas velocity increases a higher proportion of ions produced 
is swept out of the chamber region. Thus, the current decreases with 
an increase in ga? velocity. In another application the source is located 
upstream of the detector. At low flow rates the Ions produced in the 
source region move downstream toward the ionization chamber but recombine 
before arrival. As the flow rate is Increased ions begin to arrive at 
the electrodes, a&i the collector current then continues to Increase with 
Increasing flow rate. If the variation in gas composition is not suffi
cient to affect the ionization seriously, the instrument Is capable of 
being calibrated to measure mass flow. 

Lafferty,22 in a review on the determination of flow using radioisotopes, 
also briefly discusses the measurement of gas flows using alpha sources • 
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Analytical Applications 
An Interesting application1 of alpha sources is their use in determining 
the chemical composition of the lunar surface. The method is based on 
two of the classical experiments associated with the name of Lord Ruther
ford — the scattering of alpha particles and the transmutation of matter 
where it was shown that protons are produced by nuclear reaction whan 
alpha particles hit atoms of certain elements (nitrogen in this case). 
The instrument used on several Surveyor missions determined the composition 
of the surface from the energy of scattered alpha particles and of the 
protons produced by the (o,p) reaction with soma of the elements present. 
The instrument is packaged in a box (*15 cm on a aide and open at the 
bottom) that is lowered from the landed space craft to the surface of the 
moon by a string. The box contains six alpha source capsules of 2* 2Cm 
designed to collimate the alpha particles so that they strike the lunar 
surface. Of the alpha particles striking the surface a vary small number 
are reflected back and registered on two silicon detectors* From the 
number and energy of the alpha particles returning to the detectors, the 
chemical elements and the amount present In the sample under study can 
be determined. 
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Other alpha particles, on striking the sample, produce protons, and these 
ere registered on four proton detectors the:: are larger than the alpha 
detectors and are covered with gold foils so the alpha particles will not 
be recorded. The electronic system determines the energy of the pre cons 
coming into the detectors. The entrance of each particle, aloha or proton 
into the appropriate detector and information about its energy is trans
mitted immediately to earth. The redundancy in the number of detectors 
is necessary because these silicon detectors are somewhat unreliable 
particularly at high temperatures. 

In the alpha mode the Surveyor has good resolution for the light elements 
and rather poor resolution for the heavier elements. The minimum sensi
tivity of the alpha mode is in the region of Na, Mg, Al, and Si. but 
fortunately, these elements with the minimum of the alpha scattering 
sensitivity, produce protons with reasonable yield and characteristic 
spectrums. The heavier elements, as veil as carbon and oxygen, do not 
produce protons. The elements of primary Interest and those that almost 
certainly comprise the bulk of the lunar surface are C, Na, Mg, Al, Si, 
Ca, Ti, and Fe. The method and results of lunar analyses have been 
described in several papers.2*11 

Another application of alpha source* in space work is in the Gemini 
carbon dioxide sensor,12 an instrument for monitoring C0 2 partial pres
sure in a closed-loop breathing system. In the operation of the sensor, 
the air stream under test is divided into two substreams. One, a 
reference stream, passes through an absorber that removes CO2. The other, 
the measurement stream, passes through a passive filter that does not 
remove the C0 2. Both streams then pass through identical ion chambers 
each of which contains an alpha source of 2 > > 1Am. Since C0 2 ionizes more 
readily than O2» the ion current from the measurement stream will be 
higher than that from the reference stream. The ion currents are sub
tracted by a bridge circuit, and the difference flowing in the common 
leg of the bridge is proportional to the amount of C0 2 in the measurement 
stream. Results from ground and airborne use indicate the device to be 
reliable, rugged, and easy to use. The basic concept can also be adapted 
to the detection of other gases by providing an adequate substitute for 
the ascarlte, the absorbing material for the 002* 

From data obtained from basic experiments* two radioisotope methanometers 
were designed and manufactured and have been described by Matsuguma and 
Oba. 1 3 One of these is for 0 to 100% methane and the other for 0 to 10Z 
methane, both having almost the same structure and electrical circuits. 
This met nanometer, contained in an explosion proof case, consists mainly 
of two ionization chambers, a dc amplifier, power supply and alarm 
circuit. Its output, which is indicated on a mlcroammeter (0-100 uA) 
scaled in methane percent, can also be connected to a self-balancing 
type electronic recorder. An alpha-emitting source is used in each 
Ionization chamber, 100 uCi of Ra(D + E + f) is used. 

A patent has been awarded to Coffey and Rich11* on a gas conversion 
apparatus and a method for producing condensation nuclei. The invention 
relates to the detection and measurement of a chemically reactive gas 
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such as ammonia dispersed in a relatively chemically inert gas such as 
air. The gas mixture is exposed to a radioactive mate rial, e.g., 2 1 0 P o , 
which emits ionizing radiation and ionizes the gas. The ionized gas is 
then treated with a chemical reagent vapor to produce condensation 
nuclei from the chemically reactive gas which are suspended in the 
carrier gas. The condensation nuclei are counted in a conventional 
condensation nuclei counter. 
Nechushkln at al.** have investigated the possibility of using semi
conductor radiation counters together with alpha sources in tlie measure
ment of pressure and percentage composition of gas mixtures. 
Piaksln, Smirnov, and Starcbik 1 6' 1 7 have used 2 l 0 P o alpha radiation for 
quantitative control in products contianing Be, B, F, and Al. Two methods 
of analysis were used — counting neutrons from the (<x,n) reactiop and alpha 
activation analysis. For determination of Be, B, and F in products, the 
nuclear reactions 9Be(a,n) l 2C, 11B(a,n)1'*N1 and 1 9F(o,n) 2 2Ha were used. 
The number of neutrons is proportional to the Be, B, and F contest. A 
2 1 0 P o alpha source of 120 mCi activity was used for activation analysis 
of Al and B using the reactions 2 7Al(a,n) 3 0P and 1 0B(a,n) 1 3H. The induced 
radioactivity vas measured with an end-window counter. The separate deter
mination of B and Al was obtained from the differences in their maximum 
radiation energies and half-life periods. The accuracy of the determination 
is 2 to 3Z. 
The analysis of ores and minerals by means of the radioluminescence induced 
by the alpha radiation of 2 1 0 P o has been studied by Plaksin, Belyakov, and 
L. P. Starcbik.18 The weight of the cathodic luminescence devices widely 
used for the analysis of minerals makes them inconvenient to use in the 
field. On the other hand, alpha radiation sources, in particular 2 1 0 P o , 
are easy to handle. Polonium 210 emits only one gamma quantum for: each 
10 5 alpha particles, thus requiring little shielding. The visual analysis 
can be carried out very simply. A 1.8-Ci source was used successfully for 
observing the radioluminescence of calclte, dolomite, fluorlte, scheellte, 
and beryl. Exposure to alpha radiation induced a strong radioluminescence 
in diamonds and enabled the use of alpha rays instead of gamma radiation 
for sorting them. The current generated was amplified by a factor of 10** 
to 10 s, The low penetration of this radiation simplifies the shielding 
problem. 
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Reference Alpha Sources 
A few of the less cn—on applications of alpha emitters as reference sources 
will be briefly described. Damle and Joseph1 have used a radioactive pulse 
light source for in-flight calibration of a photomultlplier assembly that 
is used in the detection of high-energy neutrons in the atmosphere at bal
loon altitudes. The detector, a thin CsI(Tl) crystal 5 ssi thick and 11-cm 
diameter was optically coupled to a 5-in. photomultiplier. 

High-energy neutrons were detected by nuclear disintegrations produced by 
them in the detector; however, a good check on the gain stability of the 
detector was needed and some type of in-flight calibration was essential. 
Since none of the usual methods of calibration could be used an unconven
tional method, which consisted essentially of making a pulse light source 
produced by a collimated 2 H l A a alpha source kept on r thin CsI(Tl) disk, 
was used. Every alpha particle entering the disk produced a fixed amctsit 
oi light which was Isotropically propagated throughout the disk which 
glowed with the light. This pul?ed light source was optically coupled to 
the detector using a silicone fluid. In essence the pulse light source 
replaced a standard radiation source. The new calibration method worked 
very satisfactorily during an entire 8-hr flight. Similar types of alpha 
source applications have been reported earlier by Hakewessell2 and Fogt.3 

Aleksandrov, Belyalskll, and Berkovich1* have developed a method for fabri
cation of 21 different types of reference alpha sources with one or a 
mixture of different isotopes and for the determination of the basic 
physical characteristics of specciouetrie sources in which the following 
isotopes are used: 2 3 3 U , 2 3 9 P u , 2»»1Am, 2 3*Pu, ^ C m , 2 I f 2Cm, and 2 2 8 T h . 
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These reference sources are designed for calibrating semiconductor alpha 
spectrometers and other spectrometrlc and counting apparatus. The alpha 
particles emitted by the source have a small energy scatter. The sources 
fall into three categories, depending on the "intrinsic half-width of the 
alpha lines**: up to 10 keV, 10 to 20 keV, and 20 to 50 keV. Most of the 
sources fall into the first two categories. The energies of the alpha 
particles emitted by the reference sources were determined to within 2 to 
5 kfcV. With the help of a precision magnetic alpha spectrometer, the 
shape of the alpha lines was investigated in the process of developing 
the method of manufacturing the source, and a constant check was kept on 
the energy shift of the alpha lines due to self-absorption and to energy 
losses from the film coating. The activities of the reference sources 
lie within the range of 3 * 10 2 to 3 * 10 5 dis/sec and are determined to 
within 2 to 42. In most of tae reference sources the layer of radioactive 
substance is firmly attached to the base, and in a number of cases covered 
oy a film. The base consists of a metallic disk, and the diameter of the 
active spot is 12 mm. The fabrication process is also applicable to 
reference sources of 2 1 0Po, 2 2 6Ra, and * 2 7Ac. 

Stepanov and Tyutikov5'6 have useC alpha radiation sources for the cali
bration and determination of the basic parameters cf semiconductor type 
alpha spectrometers. These basic parameters include energy resolution, 
integral nonlinearity, time instability, and behavior with respect to 
frequency chaages and amplitude overload* In view of the general unre
liability of the previously used methods, a new technique based ca the 
use of alpha sources was developed. The mart mum of the amplitude pulre 
distribution of monoenergetic alpha particles served as reference. Tests 
were carried out with various alpha sources, such as 2 3 3 U , 2 3 9Pu, and 
2**1A»!5 using a silicon surface-barrier detector and a 2 2 6 S a source fo~ 
referenca. The effect of the source on the resolution was Illustrated 
by a n;^erlcal example. The tiae icst»bll:.ty was found to amount to 0.2X 
after 7 hr of operation. It was also found that frequency loading causes 
a drift of the energy spectrum of the alpha emitters. 

Stocker et al.' if the compatls'm of the nuclear-reaction energy scale 
with the gamma-ray energy scale measured the excitation energy of the 
first excited state of ̂ *Kg with Inelastic deuteron scattering using the 
energy of alpha particles from 2 1 0Po as a standard. The result was 
1368.2 ±0.5 keV, and the average of recent measurements of the energy 
of gamma rays emitted by this state gives an excitation energy of 1368.67 
keV based on the electron rest-aa»s energy. Thus, the widely used polo
nium calibration energy was found to be consistent with the gamma-ray 
energy standard to within 0.4%. 

In the analysis of the lunar surface on the Surveyor missions (previously 
described) small adjus'iaeats of the energy scales cf the spectrums were 
made to correct changes in instrument characteristics caused by tempera
ture variation^ on the moon during measurement of a sample.9*9 In the 
alpha mode, these variations were based on the observed variations in 
the position of an 2S(*Es (6.64-MeV alpha) calibration peak and on the 
prominent 1 60 feature in the lunar spectrums. A small amount of 25l*Es 
placed close to th- detectors served as the energy marker. After the 
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energy-scale corrections were made, background spectra were subtracted 
from the lunar data. 
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Miscellaneous Applications 
Alpha sources in biological studies appear to have limited use. Belanger1 

has used alpha radiography with polonium and plutonlum sources and x-ray 
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alcioradlography for observation of cancellous and compact bone froa 
chick, rat, dog, and man. Alpha sources have also been used to irra
diate cells. Siaons2 has used polonium in an apparatus giving an alpha-
particle microbeam for the irradiation of living cells, and Mikhailova 
et at. 3 have irradiated in-vitro cultures of mammalian cells using 
239p uQ 2 sources fastened to stainless steel rods. Trujillo, Perrings, 
and Wellnits1* have prepared a linear alpha source for exposing tissue 
cells either in mass or in single layers. The polonium was electro
plated on a thin wire which could be introduced into the cell culture. 
In a study of the destruction of foam by alpha particles, Exerowa and 
Ivanov5 used \pha sources of 2 3 5 U , 2 3 3 ? u , and 2 l f 0Pu. They found alpha 
8ource8 much moie effective in destroying foam than either beta or Po
le neutron sources. 
Van Itterbeek et al.* have developed an apparatus using a 2 1 0 P o alpha 
source for studying the effects of alpha radiation on superconductors. 
Samples were irradiated at very low temperatures (4.2*K) to determine 
the effects of lattice defects on superconducting properties. 
Diethorn7 bxs suggested the use of 2 1 0 P o , 2 3 8 P u , and 2t|i*Cm for low-thrust 
taka in space, and Choong and Hason* have studied a passive nuclear 
attitude-control system for solar probe*, that uses alpha sources. A 
passive nuclear spin-stabilirer would u&e at least two pairs of nuclear 
microthruatera that generate thrust from the radioisotopic emission of 
alpha particles. The capability of this system appears to be superior 
to that of other passive systems. 
Luminescence Induced in gases by 2 1 0 P o alnha sources has been studied by 
Harteck and Dondes.9 They concluded ;hat alpha sources appeared to be 
superior to beta or gamma sources because ct their shorter range and 
greater specific ionization. Kunx 1 0' 1 1 and these two investigators have 
made spectroscopic studies of alpha-ray-induced luminescence in gases* 
A patent 1 2 has been awarded to Parkins for a nuclear battery or power 
aupply using a radioactive source, e.g., 2 3 8 P u , deposited on the interior 
surface of a xenon-filled sphere containing photocells. The alpha par
ticles cause luminescence in the gas ilthin the sphere and the photocells 
convert the resultant llgUt into electrical energy. A patent on a nuclear 
battery using semiconductors and an alpha source has been awarded to 
Rappaport.13 The use of semiconductors and an alpha particle source has 
been studied by Voeller11* as a nuclear time base for an electronic timer. 
The aystem was determined feasible but impractical. Based on a somewhat 
similar concept Koehler 1 5' 1 6 has been awarded both a united States and 
a British patent on a time base combining a long-lived alpha source, 2 3 5 U -
2 3 0 U , 2 3 7 H p , or 2 3 9 P u , and a solid state detector. 

Although many examples of the applications and uses cf alpha sources, as 
well as their preparation methods, have been cited in this review, it is 
by no means Intended to be an exhaustive survey of the literature, but, 
instead, an aid to those Interested in or working with alpha sources. 
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AVAILABILITY OF ALPHA SOURCES 

Alpha sources are available commercially. A recent buyers guide1 lists 
approximately 65 suppliers ' ' rac*^actl\e sources, and die Nuclear Mews 
1971 Radioisotope Directory2 lists Isotope availability and gives the 
vendors for reference aid nlmh-lntensity sealed sources of specific 
radioisotopes. The purchaser of a radioactive alpha source must, of 
course, obtain the necessary state and/or federal license. In this regard, 
t'je Division of Materials Licensing has published a helpful booklet3 

entitled "How to Get a License to Use Radioisotopes ." Another publica
tion,11 which lists generally licensed quantities and exempt concentrations, 
shows the only alpha emitter available on a general license to be 2 1 0 P o 
and then only in quantities of 0.1 pCi or less. 

Larger quantities of 2 1 0Po and the other alpha source materials require a 
specific license. This latter document11 also gives a listing of avail
ability of radioactivity standards as of July 1969, and alpha-enitting 
ttsuoards of 2 1 0Po, 2 2*Th, 2 3 3 U , 2 3 5 U , 2 3 7Hp, 2 3 9Pu, and 2"AJI are Included. 
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